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SUMMARY

As the children walk toward the tree house, Annie steps on an oyster shell. 

Jack reads in his book that oysters sometimes have pearls inside. They realize 

that this is the answer to Morgan’s riddle. When they return to the tree house, 

they see that the riddle that had been written on the scroll has disappeared. In 

its place is the word oyster. 



SUMMARY

Now that they’ve solved the riddle, the children’s adventure is over. Annie 

touches the book picturing Frog Creek, and the tree house takes them home. 

She and her brother reminisce about everything they saw and learned. They 

are able to assure their mother that they didn’t get their shoes wet.



FIVE VOCABULARIES

1. coral (n.) 珊瑚

ex :  Other corals attach wherever there is an opening.

2. grab (v.) 搶奪

ex :  A mugger grabbed her handbag as she was walking across the park.

3. skeleton (n.) 骨骼；骨架

ex :  We found an old sheep skeleton up on the cliffs.



FIVE  VOCABULARIES

4. riddle (n.) 謎語

ex : I am sure that he checked at what time the riddling took place.

5. soak (v.) 浸濕

ex :  The wind had blown the rain in and soaked the carpet.



FIVE SENTENCES

1. Jack hurried over the bumpy coral to get a better look.

傑克匆匆翻過凹凸不平的珊瑚，以便看得更清楚。

2. Jack studied the row of pictures at the top of the screen.

傑克仔細研究屏幕頂部的那排畫。

3. Two eyes were staring out from behind a giant sea plant.

兩隻眼睛正從一個巨大的海洋植物後面盯着外面。



FIVE SENTENCES

4. The ocean sparkled all around it.

四周的大海閃閃發光。

5. Then the two dolphins swam smoothly through the water, pulling Jack and Annie toward 

the reef.

兩隻海豚平穩地遊過水面，把傑克和安妮拉向礁石。



REFLECTION

This book teaches us to care about the environment and to participate actively 

in protecting the planet.

In conclusion, this book is full of adventure, friendship and education, and I 

benefit a lot.




